the summer adjournment, august 2, 1939
in a high state of mobility around Breslau alone. The roads, as
the Leader of the Liberal Party mentioned, towards Poland through
Czechoslovakia are being raised to the highest condition. Quarries
are being opened for material, by enforced Czechoslovak labour.
I have been told—I may be wrong, but I have not always been
wrong—that many of the public buildings and of the schools in
large parts of Czechoslovakia, Bohemia certainly, have been cleared
and prepared for the accommodation of wounded. But that is
not the only place. There is a definite movement of supplies and
troops through Austria towards the east. The right hon. Gentle-
man who leads the Opposition put his finger upon another danger
spot which might easily be exchanged for the one which now
occupies our thoughts. There is the strained situation in the
Tyrol, most significant as indicating the tenseness of the situation,
where Herr Hitler has been willing to do the thing which must
have caused him the greatest wrench in order to make sure of his
Italian confederates, All these are terribly formidable signs.
And on our side, too, and among our Allies, are great preparations.
The Fleet is largely mobilised. We congratulate the Government
on the timely step they have taken, and we support them in it.
As many men as can possibly be accommodated in camps are in
training, and the anti-aircraft gunners are at their stations. Is
this, then, the moment that we should separate and declare that
we separate until the 3rd October ? Who can doubt that there is
going to be a supreme trial of will power, if not indeed a supreme
trial of arms. At this moment in its long history, it would be
disastrous, it would be pathetic, it would be shameful for the
House of Commons to write itself off as an effective and potent
factor in the situation, or reduce whatever strength it can oSer
to the firm front which the nation will make against aggression.
Then, of course, it is asked, " Do you trust the Prime Minister ? "
The Leaders of both Oppositions made it perfectly clear that they
did not trust him, but that is not the position of some of those who
are anxious that an arrangement should be reached by which
Parliament will not pass entirely out of being for so long a time;
that is not the position which we on this side of the House adopt.
I, personally, accept what the Prime Minister says, and when he
naakes solemn public declarations I believe that he will do his
best to carry them out. I trust his good faith in every respect,
but that does not really dispose of the whole issue. It might be
that his good faith was in no way in question, either about the
rising of the House or other matters at all, but there might be a
difference of judgment. I use the word ** judgment " with some
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